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Abstract 

A self-enhancing active transient protection (SeATP) control approach using model-based 

strategies is proposed for gas turbine aero-engines, which aims at pro-actively handling engine’s 

transient safety limits (i.e. surge margin limit and turbine entry temperature limit) and thrust response 

improvement over the life cycle. The feature of SeATP is a bank of self-enhancing loops with 

periodically updated controller parameters for different flight cycles. This is realized by an off-line 

gain tuning via global optimization approach. Additionally, a sensor-based baseline controller and a 

model-based active transient protection (ATP) controller (with fixed gains) are developed as 

comparison bases. Numerical simulations for the examined controllers are carried on a validated aero-

thermal turbofan engine model for idle to full-power acceleration tests in Matlab/Simulink 

environment. Simulation results demonstrate that ATP controller owns a considerable thrust response 

improvement for both the new engine and a severely degraded engine, compared with the baseline 

controller. Moreover, the proposed SeATP controller ensures a 65.77% recovery rate of thrust response 
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deviation caused by the ATP controller for the degraded engine. Particularly, a low transient surge 

margin trajectory and a high turbine entry temperature route are fulfilled by the SeATP controller. 

SeATP controller also shows better robustness performance for degradation variation than ATP 

controller. Hence, the control performance of the SeATP controller is confirmed. 
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Nomenclature

Accel  acceleration 

ATP  active transient protection 

BR   boost rate 

Decel  deceleration 

EPR  engine pressure ratio 

F   thrust 

FAR  fuel-to-air ratio 

FC   flight cycle 

HPC  high-pressure compressor 
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HPT  high-pressure turbine 

HWM  Hybrid Wiener model 

IFB   integrator feedback 

ISA   international standard atmosphere 

LPT  low-pressure turbine 

N1  low-pressure shaft speed 

N2 high-pressure shaft speed 

N2dot  high-pressure rotor acceleration rate 

P3   compressor discharge pressure 

PI   proportional-integral 

PSO  particle swarm optimization 

SeATP  self-enhancing active transient protection 

SLS   sea-level static 

SM   surge margin 

SS Op-Line steady-state operating line 

T4   turbine entry temperature 

Wf   fuel flow 

Drt   deviation rate of thrust response time 

J   objective function 

ĥ   health parameters estimation 

Rrt   recovery rate of thrust response time 
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tr   response time 

p   penalty function 

y   measurements 

ŷ    estimated measurements 

    delta 

    isentropic efficiency 

 flow capacity 

subscript 

acc   acceleration

cmd   command 

dec   deceleration 

max   maximum 

min   minimum 

pla   power level angle 

ss   steady-state 

tr   transient 

1 Introduction 

The existing industrial control system of gas turbine aero-engines still relies on the widely-used 
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sensor-based control strategies [1, 2]. However, due to the lack of on-board measurements for the 

performance parameter (i.e. thrust) and the safety-critical indicators (e.g. surge margin and turbine 

entry temperature) during transient engine states, indirect control approaches have to be implemented 

under industrial controller [3, 4]. As a common practice, low-pressure spool speed or engine pressure 

ratio are usually utilized to indirectly regulate thrust, while fuel schedule or rotor acceleration schedule 

must be applied to protect the engine from its physical limits, including surge limit, over-temperature 

limit, and blown-out limit, in a conservative way [5]. Additionally, degradation effects of gas turbine 

aero-engines over the life cycle are inevitable, which include blade surface changes (due to erosion, 

corrosion, or fouling) that influence blade aerodynamics [6, 7] and tip clearance increases that affect 

parasitic flows [8]. Unfortunately, the degradation effects, which worsen the health status of gas path 

components and engine performance, are still difficult to perceive [9]. As a result, a significantly 

conservative safety margin must be considered under the existing industrial engine control system 

using sensor-based strategies [10-12]. Engines regulated by the industrial controller are unavoidably 

subject to thrust variation [13], lower safety margin [14, 15], and poorer overall efficiency [16, 17] 

over the life span. Moreover, the next generation of aero-propulsion systems (e.g. Ultra High Bypass 

Ratio (UHBR) engines and Hybrid Electric Propulsion (HEP)) should be designed to deal with 

challenging targets of ultra-high efficiency and ultra-low emissions [18-20]. These ambitious targets 

also calls for an advanced control approach in addition to the marginal improvement in the engine 

component design and development. Model-based control strategy, in which unmeasured thrust, surge 

margin, and turbine entry temperature are directly controlled using an on-board engine model for real-

time estimation with health status awareness of the engine, is considered as a promising solution to the 
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above-mentioned challenges regarding the conservatism reduction, performance enhancement of 

aircraft engines, and future aero-propulsion requirements [21]. 

Model-based control strategies for gas turbine aero-engines have attracted the attention of both 

industry and research institutes due to their potential in engine performance improvement and 

excessive safety margin reduction in control system design. The beginning of model-based control is 

mainly on nominal engines (i.e. clean engine or new engine performance) and limited gas path 

components degradations. Adibhatla et al. from General Electric (GE) pioneered the development of 

model-based control under the framework of intelligent engine control [22, 23]. They proposed 

different model-based control modes, including direct thrust control, direct surge margin control, and 

performance seeking control, and control model transition logic to reduce the unnecessary design 

margin and fuel consumption optimization. However, a reliable on-board engine model for 

unmeasured parameters estimation (e.g. thrust and surge margin) with desired fidelity was still hard to 

be achieved at that time. At the same time, Qi and Maccallum presented a model-based thrust control 

for a turbojet engine using an analytical thrust model [24]. Their simulation results confirmed that this 

model-based thrust control has effective thrust regulation capability even under inlet flow distortion. 

Unfortunately, the unavoidable degradation effects over the engine life cycle are not taken into account. 

The next step is the research carried by Kreiner and Lietzau from MTU Aero Engines on the direct 

surge margin control and direct turbine entry temperature control for turbofan engines [25, 26]. Virtual 

measurements of surge margin and turbine entry temperature from an observer-based on-board model 

are fedback to the control system and these model-based loops are augmented with the industrial 

baseline controller using sensor-based strategies. This control approach showed successful protection 
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of surge margin and turbine entry temperature for both new and degraded engines with limited 

degraded gas path components. Quinn et al. further employed model-based control in a hardware-in-

loop platform of a turbofan engine simulator [27]. They demonstrated that model-based control is able 

to enhance thrust response under some degradation scenarios of scoped gas path components.  

With the available access to on-board engine models accounting for all gas path components 

degradation over the engine life cycle, model-based control fascinates researchers in the gas turbine 

community again for the engine in-service performance improvement. Connolly et al. developed a 

model-based control architecture including surge margin and thrust control loop via the on-board 

engine model, optimal tuner Kalman filter (OTKF) [12]. Simulation results on a linear turbofan engine 

model confirmed that their proposed control configuration is beneficial for faster thrust response, 

compared to the industrial sensor-based controller when all the gas path components degrade with 

increasing flight cycles. Next, the same team further extended the model-based configuration with 

direct surge margin and thrust control to a nonlinear aero-thermal model for turbofan engines [28]. The 

simulations also verified the performance of the model-based controller regarding thrust response 

enhancement. A recent step by Connolly et al. is the exploration of model-based control strategies for 

design margin reduction of gas turbine aero-engines [29]. A lower surge margin was set in the model-

based controller because the ability of the health situation perception from the on-board engine model 

for the regulated engine avoids the excessive safety margin. Their results showed that the model-based 

controller guarantees faster thrust response, higher overall efficiency, and optimized fuel consumption 

for the engine over the life cycle.  

Unfortunately, based on the above-mentioned open literature, whether a flexible controller 
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parameters setting of a model-based controller for gas turbine aero-engines under degradation effects 

could further contribute to performance improvement of the engine is not yet known. Under this 

motivation, this study aims at pro-actively handling engine’s transient safety limits (i.e. surge margin 

limit and turbine entry temperature limit) and thrust response improvement over the life cycle using 

model-based control strategies with updated control parameters. Self-enhancing active transient 

protection (SeATP) control using an on-board engine model is proposed in this paper. The SeATP 

controller is equipped with a bank of self-enhancing loops, aiming at thrust regulation and direct 

transient protection, whose controller parameters are updated periodically via an off-line global 

optimization approach over the life cycle of gas turbine aero-engines. This adaptable controller 

configuration intends to handle the transient operational limits of the engine in a pro-active manner 

and thrust response enhancement for degraded engines.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section two presents the details of gas turbine 

engine models, including a validated aero-thermal turbofan engine model for degradation simulations 

using publicly available degradation data and a verified on-board engine model concerned in this study. 

The development of an industrial baseline controller using sensor-based strategies for gas turbine aero-

engines is explained in section three. Next, the SeATP controller is proposed and its structure is 

systematically described in section four. Finally, simulations are carried on the validated turbofan 

engine aero-thermal model to confirm the performance advantages of the proposed SeATP controller 

against baseline controller and active transient protection (ATP) controller during transient states under 

different degradation levels. 
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2 Gas turbine engine models 

To verify the controllers developed in this paper, a dual-spool turbofan engine is examined here. 

In the following sub-sections, the details of the aero-thermal engine model for degradation simulations 

using publicly available data are firstly presented. Subsequently, a verified on-board engine model is 

briefly described.  

2.1 Aero-thermal engine model 

Gas turbine engines aero-thermal model could be served for faithful engine performance 

simulation. In this section, details of a validated aero-thermal model of a turbofan engine under 

nominal conditions (i.e. for clean or ideal performance) and the extension for degradation simulations 

using publicly available degradation data are presented. 

The examined engine is a dual-spool, separate exhaust, fixed geometry turbofan engine with an 

intended application to general aircraft [30]. Major components in this engine are fan, high-pressure 

compressor (HPC), combustion chamber, high-pressure turbine (HPT), low-pressure turbine (LPT), 

bypass nozzle, and core nozzle. A gear box exists between fan and low-pressure spaft to achieve high 

bypass ratio. The only control variable of this engine is fuel flow (Wf). The schematic and the take-off 

specification of the engine at sea-level static (SLS) and international standard atmosphere (ISA) are 

shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1, respectively. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the examined dual-spool turbofan engine 

Table 1 Take-off specification of the examined dual-spool turbofan engine [30] 

Parameters Values 

Ambient temperature (K) 288.15 

Ambient pressure (kPa) 101.325 

Intake mass flow (kg/s) 13.68 

Fan speed (rpm) 13323 

High-pressure spool speed (rpm) 50990 

Bypass ratio 6.83 

Fan pressure ratio 1.20 

High-pressure compressor pressure ratio 4.38 

Turbine entry temperature (K) 1108 

Fuel flow (kg/s) 0.036 

Maximal thrust (kg) 246.48 

An aero-thermal model of the examined turbofan engine was firstly developed to represent the 

engine's steady-state and transient performance under nominal conditions. This aero-thermal engine 

model is a physics-based model that is constructed by the component characteristic maps to guarantee 

the continuity of flow capacity and work balance. Modelling details could be referred to [31-34]. 

Validation of the nominal aero-thermal engine model can be found in the authors’ previous study [3]. 

The next step is how to realistically replicate the degradation effects in the aero-thermal engine 
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model. Degradation on gas turbine engine performance is usually modelled by introducing health 

parameters for compressors and turbines, which represent the health status/deviation of major 

components in the gas path [14, 35, 36]. Therefore, degraded component maps could be obtained via 

the movement of their original clean maps based on these health parameters. Details of degradation 

modelling of gas turbine engines could be referred to our previous study [1, 3]. Additionally, the gas 

path components degradation data quantified by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

(NASA) based on in-service data from airliners, airframe manufacturers, and engine test results from 

JT9D turbofan engines, is utilized here, as shown in Table 2 [13, 37, 38]. In this table, the evolving 

trend of the health parameters, i.e. flow capacity ( ) and isentropic efficiency (  ) for all gas path 

components is given. 

Table 2 Degradation data of turbofan engines quantified by NASA [13, 37, 38]

Flight 

cycle 

Fan


(%) 

Fan


(%) 

HPC


(%) 

HPC


(%) 

HPT


(%) 

HPT


(%) 

LPT


(%) 

LPT


(%) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3000  -1.50 -2.04 -2.94 -3.91 -2.63 +1.76 -0.54 +0.25 

The health parameters of compressors (i.e. fan and HPC) and turbines (i.e. HPT and LPT) are 

defined in Eqs. (1)-(2), 

1real clean real

clean clean

  
   

 
  (1) 

real clean
     (2) 

where real
   and clean

   denote corrected flow capacity for degraded maps and clean maps of 
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compressors or turbines, respectively; real
  and clean

  are isentropic efficiency for degraded maps 

and clean maps of compressors or turbines. 

2.2 On-board engine model 

The model-based controller concerned in this study highly relies on a dependable on-board engine 

model. The Hybrid Wiener model (HWM), proposed in [3], is applied here as the on-board engine 

model. HWM endevours to estimate unmeasured safety-critical control parameters, i.e. thrust (F), 

surge margin (SM), and turbine entry temperature (T4) via monitoring the engine health status. The 

schematic of HWM, as the integration of on-line Wiener models and an off-line adaptation approach, 

is illustrated in Fig. 2. The off-line adaptation part serves to periodically update the nonlinear static 

blocks, i.e. steady-state engine operating line (SS Op-Line), of on-line Wiener models using the post-

flight data (i.e. available measurements for rotor speed, gas path temperature and pressure) in order to 

match the particular degraded engine. Meanwhile, the on-line Wiener parts compute the unmeasured 

safety-critical parameters in a real-time manner. More modelling details of HWM and the validation 

results could be found in [3]. 
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Fig. 2 Schematic of Hybrid Wiener model for on-board engine modelling 

This on-board modelling technique is a methodological approach with the focus that the plant 

model over the life span could be updated periodically via the monitoring data. The philosophy behind 

this modelling method is promising for other power generating equipment considering inevitable in-

service degradation effects.  

3 Baseline controller design 

The baseline controller implemented for the examined turbofan engine is the widely-used Min-

Max sensor-based control configuration in gas turbine industry and research institutes [11, 26, 39], as 

illustrated in Fig. 3. Within this configuration, available engine measurements are feedback to a bank 

of steady-state loop and transient/limitation loops in order to provide the desired thrust response and 
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safely protect the engine from malfunctions. The steady loop takes advantage of gain-scheduling 

between engine pressure ratio (EPR) and fuel flow to hold the engine at a constant EPR level. This 

steady schedule is actually the steady-state operating line between EPR and fuel flow. The 

transient/limitation loops utilize the Min/Max selection logic to protect the engine from its physical 

limitations. EPR loop is constructed using EPR signal as a proxy of thrust. The acceleration loop limits 

the engine from its maximal core rotor acceleration to guarantee the engine within its surge limit and 

over-temperature limit during acceleration states, while the deceleration loop protects the engine from 

its blown-out boundary by limiting the maximal core rotor deceleration rate. Another two maximal 

rotor speed limitation loops are also implemented to prevent the engine from over-speed of low-

pressure shaft (N1max) and high-pressure shaft (N2max) regarding structural limits.  

Fig. 3 Baseline controller configuration using sensor-based strategies for the target turbofan engine 

The Min/Max selection logic and the fuel flow command to the fuel flow actuator are defined in 

Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively,  

1 2max maxmax( , min( , , , ))tr dec EPR acc N NWf Wf Wf Wf Wf Wf (3) 
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cmd tr ss
Wf Wf Wf  (4) 

where Wftr is the winner of the transient/limitation loops; WfEPR, Wfacc, WfN1max, WfN2max, and Wfdec are 

the outputs from the EPR loop, acceleration loop, N1max loop, N2max loop, and deceleration loop, 

correspondingly. Therefore, the fuel flow command Wfcmd to the fuel actuator is the sum of transient 

fuel flow Wftr and steady fuel flow Wfss, as shown in Eq. (4). 

Each regulator in the transient/limitation loops is applied as a proportional-integral (PI) controller 

with anti-windup protection. Due to the inherent nature behind Min/Max strategy, only one control 

loop is active at a time. Therefore, the error between the actual value and limitation parameter in the 

in-active loops is inevitable and continuously integrated. This may lead to undesired interventions of 

some limitation loops even when the engine operates far away from the corresponding limit, which is 

known as integrator windup [40]. Fig. 4 illustrates the inner schematic of the EPR loop using PI 

controller with anti-windup protection as an example case. The main idea behind this setting is to 

decrease the input for the integrator when the specific loop is not active. A gain for integrator feedback 

(IFB) is augmented with an ordinary PI controller. The IFB gain acts on the mismatch between the fuel 

flow output from this loop (WfEPR) and the winner of Min/Max logic (Wftr) in the last time step. 

Proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control configurations are avoided for stability purposes in this 

study. Instead, as shown in Fig. 4, PI controllers with anti-windup logic, which are widely utilized by 

research institutes and manufacturers of gas turbine aero-engines[26, 40], are applied here.   
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Fig. 4 PI controller with anti-windup protection in EPR loop 

Particularly, an acceleration schedule and deceleration schedule have to be applied under the 

baseline controller for engine protection during transient states. This is due to the lack of available on-

board measurements for surge margin, turbine temperature, and fuel-to-air ratio (FAR) in combustion 

chamber behind the baseline controller [40]. The acceleration schedule is established at each high-

pressure shaft speed accounting for the surge margin limit of HPC and turbine entry temperature limit. 

Hence, a mapping between the maximum allowable rotor acceleration rate (N2dot) and high-pressure 

shaft speed (N2) could be obtained. Similarly, the deceleration schedule is developed at separated high-

pressure shaft speed accounting for fuel-to-air ratio limit of combustion chamber to prevent the engine 

from blown-out. The transient operation limits of the examined turbofan engine, as displayed in Table 

3, are applied here. Fig. 5 displays the resulted acceleration schedule, where parameters are normalized 

by their corresponding high-pressure shaft speed specified in Table 1. Hence, as can be seen in Fig. 6, 

the acceleration loop is formed using the acceleration schedule and PI controller with anti-windup 

logic to prevent the engine from surge and over-temperature. Under this acceleration loop 

configuration, N2 measurement is initially used to get the N2dot limit (i.e. maximum allowable N2dot) 

from the established acceleration schedule. Then, the error between N2dot limit and actual N2dot is 

sent to the PI controller for engine acceleration protection. In order to avoid oscillation in N2dot 
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calculation, a low-pass filter is applied. Conversely, the deceleration loop is developed in the same 

manner. 

Table 3 Transient safety limits of the examined turbofan engine  

Transient states Limits Value 

Acceleration 
Minimum HPC SM 15% 

Maximum T4 1195K 

Deceleration Minimum FAR 0.0206 

Fig. 5 Acceleration schedule for the target turbofan engine 

Fig. 6 Acceleration loop configuration 
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4 Self-enhancing model-based active transient protection controller 

design 

As discussed in Section 3, the baseline controller using sensor-based strategies is not capable of 

pro-actively controlling the engine, especially during transient states. One point is that the baseline 

controller can only conservatively protect the engine from the transient limits via an in-direct approach, 

i.e. the acceleration and deceleration schedule. The other is that the inevitable degradation effects over 

the engine life cycle cannot be fully accounted in the transient schedules. Hence, self-enhancing active 

transient protection (SeATP) controller using model-based strategies is proposed in this section, which 

aims at improving the engine transient performance and pro-active handling of the engine operational 

limits.  

4.1 SeATP architecture 

SeATP controller is constructed with the integration of an on-line model-based controller and an 

off-line part for self-enhancing capability implementation, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The off-line part 

periodically updates the on-line model-based controller parameters using an optimization approach for 

degraded engines. Details of the off-line part are presented in Section 4.2. 

The on-line part utilizes the Hybrid Wiener model (HWM), a faithful on-board engine model 

described in Section 2, to form a model-based controller. Virtual measurements for surge margin (SM) 

of HPC and turbine entry temperature (T4) from HWM could be directly feedback and controlled. SM 

and T4 are selected in this study because gas turbine engines run closer to their surge limit and over-
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temperature limit during rapid acceleration states. Hence, surge margin loop and turbine entry 

temperature loop are developed in SeATP controller for engine acceleration protection, in place of the 

acceleration loop using in-direct rotor acceleration schedule behind baseline controller. Steady loop 

and other transients/limitation loops (i.e. EPR loop, deceleration loop, N1max loop, and N2max loop) 

remain the same as those in baseline controller, as depicted in Fig. 3. Min/Max selection strategy for 

transient/limitation loops is still applied for the SeATP controller. 

Fig. 7 Configuration of self-enhancing active transient protection controller 

Therefore, the transient fuel flow and the fuel flow command behind SeATP controller are defined 
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in Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively,  

1 24 max max
max( ,min( , , , , ))

tr dec EPR SM T N N
Wf Wf Wf Wf Wf Wf Wf (5) 

cmd tr ss
Wf Wf Wf  (6) 

where Wftr is the winner of the transient/limitation loops; WfEPR, WfSM, WfT4,WfN1max, WfN2max, and Wfdec 

are the outputs from EPR loop, surge margin loop, turbine entry temperature loop, N1max loop, N2max 

loop, and deceleration loop, respectively. Therefore, the fuel flow command Wfcmd to the fuel actuator 

is the sum of transient fuel flow Wftr and steady fuel flow Wfss, as shown in Eq. (6). 

The implementation of surge margin loop and turbine entry temperature loop is explained in the 

following sub-sections. 

4.1.1 Surge margin loop 

With the surge margin estimation, surge margin loop is therefore formed, as depicted in Fig. 8. A 

PI controller with anti-windup protection is employed. Therefore, the surge margin loop tries to protect 

the controlled engine away from its surge margin limit during acceleration states. The output from SM 

loop is the transient fuel flow of surge margin WfSM, which is then sent to Min/Max selection logic for 

engine protection. Details of the anti-windup protection logic can be referred to Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 8 Surge margin loop schematic 

4.1.2 Turbine entry temperature loop 

The turbine entry temperature loop is then formed similarly with the T4 estimation, as illustrated 

in Fig. 9. This loop endevours to directly protect the engine from its maximum T4 limit during 

acceleration states. 

Fig. 9 Turbine entry temperature loop schematic 

4.2 Self-enhancement capability implementation 

With the inevitable degradation effects of gas turbine engines over the life cycle, degraded engines 

operate much closer to the surge limit and turbine entry temperature limit [3]. Therefore, self-

enhancement capability implementation in an off-line manner is motivated for the proposed SeATP 

controller depicted in Fig. 7. This self-enhancement capability aims at proactively controlling the 

engine’s transient operational limits via periodically updating the controller gains in transient loops 

and the steady loop parameters behind the SeATP controller.  

The SeATP controller is realized by a bank of self-enhancing loops including transient loops and 
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the steady loop, as shown in Fig. 7. The transient loops incorporate the EPR loop, surge margin loop, 

and turbine entry temperature loop. The selection reason for these transient loops is that they have a 

significant influence on the engine acceleration performance, which is strictly specified in 

airworthiness regulations for civil aero-engines [41]. Details of the updating mechanism of the self-

enhancing loops are presented in the following sub-sections. 

4.2.1 Steady loop update 

It has been demonstrated that gradual degradation effects mainly show an impact on the steady-

state performance of gas turbine engines [3]. Consequently, the first attempt for the SeATP controller 

is to periodically update its steady loop parameters to match a particular degraded engine. The steady 

loop implemented in the SeATP controller is the engine steady-state operating line (SS Op-Line) 

between fuel flow (Wfss) and engine pressure ratio (ERPss), as defined in Eq. (8).  

 ss ssWf f EPR (7) 

Fig. 10 illustrates the steady loop update configuration by an off-line model adaptation approach 

using post-flight engine monitoring data. This is achieved by two steps. The first step is the health 

parameters estimation to track the gas path component performance due to degradation effects, while 

the second walk is to generate updated steady-state operating lines. In the first step, the steady-state 

measurements (i.e. under cruise state) in engine post-flight data during the previous flight cycle and 

the estimated measurement from the aero-thermal model form an objective function, as defined in Eq. 

(9), where y denotes steady-state measurements in post-flight engine data, ŷ   is the estimated 
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measurements from the aero-thermal model and M is the total number of measurements. Once the 

objective function is minimized, the accurate health parameters estimation ĥ  is therefore obtained. 

Finally, the updated SS Op-line is constructed by inserting the estimated health parameters into the 

aero-thermal engine model. More details of the off-line model update approach could be referred to 

[3]. With the updated SS Op-Line (i.e. steady fuel flow versus EPR), the steady loop in the SeATP 

controller is therefore reconstructed to match the particular engine. 

1

ˆ1
100

M

i

y y
J

M y


  (8) 

ĥ

ŷy

ˆAccurate h

Fig. 10 Off-line model adaptation approach 

4.2.2 Controller gains update 

The next core feature behind SeATP controller is the controller gains update within the bank of 
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self-enhancing loops, as highlighted in Fig. 7. Corresponding loops are the EPR loop, surge margin 

loop, and turbine entry temperature loop, which own a strong coupling effect with the engine 

acceleration capability. The controller gains update in the off-line part is fulfilled by three steps: firstly, 

engine model adaptation for a specific degraded engine; secondly, closed-loop engine control system 

formation; thirdly, the controller gains optimization and update. Details of the off-line element behind 

the SeATP controller are presented as follows. 

4.2.2.1 Engine model adaptation 

The first step is the engine model adaptation for a particular controlled degraded engine, as 

depicted in the off-line part in Fig. 7. For fast execution considerations, the Hybrid Wiener model 

(HWM) with low computational burden and desirable fidelity for gas turbine engines modelling is also 

applied here as a control-oriented engine model. HWM utilizes post-flight engine monitoring data to 

adapt to a degraded engine. More details of HWM could be referred to [3].  

4.2.2.2 Close-loop engine control system formation 

The second footprint is the formation of closed-loop engine control system model in the off-line 

element behind SeATP controller. The adapted engine model (HWM) described in Section 4.2.2.1, fuel 

flow actuator model, and the controller block are integrated. The controller block here owns the same 

architecture as the on-line counterpart of the SeATP controller, as shown in Fig. 7. Specifically, a steady 

loop in combination of transient loops (EPR loop, surge margin loop, turbine entry temperature loop, 

and deceleration loop) and limitation loops (N1max loop and N2max loop) using Min/Max selection 
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logic exist in the off-line controller block. The steady loop here utilizes the updated steady-state engine 

operating line, as defined in section 4.2.1, to match an individual degraded engine.  

4.2.2.3 Controller gains optimization 

The third walk is controller gains optimization to enhance the transient performance of degraded 

engines. This is achieved based on the adapted engine model (HWM) and formation of closed-loop 

engine control system in the above-mentioned sub-sections. Since the thrust response of gas turbine 

engines is considerably affected by the controller parameters, the problem of transient performance 

improvement for gas turbine engines could be transformed into finding a set of optimized controller 

gains by the definition of control performance of interest. However, due to the nonlinearity and the 

switching feature in the Min/Max selection logic behind the SeATP controller, it is therefore motivated 

to tune the gains in all control loops simultaneously. Global optimization-based gain tuning approach, 

as a validated practice for the industrial baseline controller with multiple control loops of gas turbine 

engines [4, 5], is introduced here for the SeATP controller gains optimization for different flight cycles.  

Self-enhancing loops, highlighted in Fig. 7, are concerned in this study, whose controller gains are 

optimized and updated periodically, including the transient loops (i.e. EPR loop, surge margin loop, 

and turbine entry temperature loop) and the steady loop. The parameters in the deceleration loop and 

limitation loops, including N1max/N2mas loops, are fixed for the nominal engine. Therefore, the 

controller gains in the self-enhancing loops (9 gains in total) could be optimized in an off-line manner 

after each flight cycle, in order to improve the engine performance.  

The controller gains optimization is fulfilled by a pre-defined objective function for control 
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performance and safety concerns. A single-objective function is defined in Eq. (10), 

 1 2 3 4( ) / 4rJ gains t p p p p     (9) 

where a performance item and penalty functions are formed. The performance item is normalized 

thrust response time tr, which is specified as the response time of the controlled engine from idle to 

95% maximum thrust [41]. The remaining parts in Eq. (9) are the penalty functions for the 

considerations of EPR tracking error, surge margin/turbine entry temperature protection, and the 

smooth switch between different loops. Table 4 indicates the specification of these penalty functions. 

All the items in the penalty functions are normalized in the range of [0, 1] to balance their importance. 

Table 4 Specification of the penalty functions 

Mathematical presentation Significance of the penalty function 

1 max( )*100
cmd

p abs EPR EPR 
Represents EPR tracking error at the maximum 

PLA value. E.g. 0.01 overshoot leads to p1=1. 

min limit

2

min limit min limit

0,
=

*50,

SM SM
p

abs SM SM SM SM


   （ ）

Represents the violation of surge margin limit. 

When the error is 0.02 if SMmin<SMlimit, p2=1. 

4,max 4,limit

3

4,max 4,limit 4,max 4,limit

0,
=

*100,

T T
p

T T T T


  （ ）

Represents the violation of over-temperature 

limit. When the error is 0.01 if T4,max> T4,limit, 

p3=1. 

4

1,  undesirable EPR loop intervention in acceleration states
=

0,  otherwise
p





Prevents undesirable EPR loop intervention 

during the transition from SM loop to T4 loop in 

acceleration states. 

Particularly, the penalty function p4 is designed to prevent undesirable EPR loop intervention 

during the transition from SM loop to T4 loop in rapid acceleration states, as defined in Table 4. Fig. 

11 illustrates the undesirable EPR loop activation during acceleration states in the optimization process, 

as an example case. Based on the tuning experience for SeATP controller, an in-appropriate set of gains 
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results in this unnecessary EPR loop activation. This contributes to frequent switches within the 

transient loops. Hence, it is essential to define the penalty function p4 in order to avoid this undesired 

phenomenon. The main idea behind p4, as shown in Table 5, is to find whether there is an EPR loop 

activation between the first time step (tint) of SM loop activation and the last time step (tend) of the T4 

loop activation. 

Fig. 11 Illustration of undesirable EPR loop intervention during acceleration states 

Table 5 Implementation of the penalty function p4

Algorithm: penalty function p4

Input  Active loop flag, simulation time 

Process

1.  Search the initial time step (tint) when SM loop is active 

2.  Search the ending time step (tend) when T4 loop is active 

3. if there is an active flag of EPR loop between tint and tend

4. p4 = 1 

5. else  

6. p4 = 0

7. end 

Output Value of p4

A
c
ti
v
e

lo
o
p
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Apparently, smaller values of the performance item tr and penalty parts p1- p4 will contribute to 

smaller objective function value and better control performance/safety considerations of the to-be-

optimized controller for a target degraded engine. When the objective function defined in Eq. (9) is 

minimized, the optimized controller gains are found concerning the health status of degraded engines.  

The optimized controller gains in combination of the updated steady loop parameters presented in 

Section 4.2.1 are integrated as controller parameters update for the controlled engine, as emphasized 

in Fig. 7. Consequently, SeATP controller is developed using the bank of self-enhancing loops with 

controller parameters update, which could be applied to the transient performance improvement and 

the pro-active handling of safety limits of the regulated engine in the next flight cycle. Details on the 

selected global optimization algorithm, optimization settings, and corresponding results are presented 

in Section 5.2. 

5 Simulation results 

To verify the proposed SeATP controller, numerical simulations on the validated turbofan engine 

aero-thermal model with degradation effects are carried. Three different controllers, the industrial 

baseline Min-Max controller, the active transient protection (ATP) controller, and the SeATP controller, 

are carefully examined and the obtained results are systematically compared. Table 6 indicates the 

settings for these tested controllers. The baseline controller owns fixed values for steady loop and 
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transient loop gains and is tuned on clean engines. SeATP controller could update the parameters in 

the self-enhancing loops, as presented in Section 4. Additionally, the ATP controller using the on-board 

engine model (HWM) is also placed here as a comparison basis, in which only steady loop parameters 

are updated with the increasing flight cycles while the transient loop gains are fixed for the nominal 

engine condition. Simulation comparisons of the examined different controllers are presented in this 

part. 

Table 6 Setting comparison on the examined different controllers 

Controller 
Controller parameters 

Steady loop parameters Transient loop gains 

Baseline Fixed Fixed 

ATP Updated Fixed 

SeATP Updated Updated (self-enhancing loops) 

5.1 Case 1: ATP controller versus baseline controller 

The baseline controller defined in Section 2 and the ATP controller presented in Table 6 are firstly 

compared on the validated aero-thermal engine model of the target turbofan engine, as depicted in 

Table 2. Fig. 12 displays the performance comparison between baseline controller and ATP controller 

from idle to full-power acceleration condition for both new engine and a severely degraded engine, 

namely at 3000 flight cycles (FC), at sea-level static situation. This aims to test the very harsh transient 

states in the take-off scenario. All the simulation outputs are normalized by their take-off specifications 

of the target engine, as defined in Table 1. The controller parameters behind the baseline controller and 

ATP controller were tuned on the nominal engine.  
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Fig. 12 (a) and (b) indicate that ATP controller owns faster thrust response than that of baseline 

controller for both new engine and the engine at 3000 flight cycles in view of engine pressure ratio 

(EPR) response and thrust response time. EPR is used as a thrust command and indicator for both 

baseline and ATP controller. The thrust response time is defined as the transient time from idle to 95% 

maximum thrust [41]. To quantify the thrust response improvement from the ATP controller, boost rate 

(BR) is defined in Eq. (11), in which tr,ATP and tr,Baseline denote the thrust response time from ATP 

controller and baseline controller, respectively. The thrust response time of the baseline controller and 

ATP controller from Fig. 12(b) are statistically documented in Table 7. It clearly demonstrates that ATP 

controller guarantees a 54.96% boost rate of thrust response time for the new engine, and even a 33.77% 

boost rate for the degraded engine at 3000 flight cycles, compared to the baseline controller. Regarding 

the baseline controller, it seems that a faster thrust response for 3000 cycle engine is observed than the 

new engine. This is due to the normalization approach, in which both the 95% maximum thrust and all 

the thrust response from different controllers are normalized with the maximum thrust of the new 

engine. However, degraded engines own a relatively larger initial steady thrust (e.g. 20-21s) compared 

with the new engine.  

, , ,

, ,

= 1
r Baseline r ATP r ATP

r Baseline r Baseline

t t t
BR

t t


  (10) 

Table 7 Comparison on thrust response time between baseline and ATP controller  

Engine 
Response time, (s) Boost rate, 

(%) Baseline ATP 

New 2.42 1.09 54.96 

3000FC 2.28 1.51 33.77 
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As can be observed from Fig. 12 (c) and (d), transient operational protection in view of surge 

margin and turbine entry temperature from both controllers is evaluated. Peak values of this simulation 

for SM and T4 are summarized in Table 8 accordingly. Although both controllers limit SM and T4 

effectively from their safety boundaries, it can be seen that ATP controller operates the engines under 

both new and degraded conditions at 3000 flight cycles with a higher T4 maximum value and lower 

surge margin minimum value than those of baseline controller. Moreover, Fig. 12 (c) displays that the 

ATP controller takes the advantage of lower surge margin trajectories after the first peak surge margin 

value (i.e. between 21 s and 23 s) than that of the baseline controller for the engines under different 

degradation levels. ATP controller also regulates the engine for both new condition and degraded 

condition at higher T4 routes than that of the baseline controller. This undoubtedly contributes to the 

faster thrust response of the engine under ATP controller. 

Table 8 Comparison on peak values of T4 and SM from the examined controllers 

Controller 
Maximum T4 Minimum SM 

New 3000FC New 3000FC 

Baseline 1.008 1.069 0.1895 0.1740 

ATP 1.035 1.070 0.1715 0.1728 

Fig. 12(e) depicts the acceleration of high-pressure shaft (N2dot) of the control performance of 

both controllers in an alternative view. Apparently, ATP controller has a higher N2dot than that of the 

baseline controller in the middle stage of the acceleration states for the new engine and the degraded 

engine. 
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(a) Engine pressure ratio 

(b) Thrust 
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(c) HPC surge margin protection  

(d) Turbine entry temperature protection 
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(e) High-pressure shaft speed acceleration 

Fig. 12 Performance comparison of baseline controller and ATP controller for the examined engine during take-off 

acceleration states at different flight cycles 

Measurements sent back to the controller are inherently subject to sensor noise. The baseline 

controller defined in Fig. 3. and the ATP controller described in Table 6 are implanted with certain 

levels of sensor noise, as listed in Table 9. Here, the control performance on the new engine from idle 

to full-power transient states is tested as a case study. Corresponding simulations results displayed in 

Fig. 13 clearly show that both the baseline controller and the ATP controller own sufficient robustness 

against sensor noise even during the rapid transient scenario. Moreover, the ATP controller using 

model-based strategies has much faster dynamic response, compared with the baseline controller, as 

illustrated in Fig. 13(a) and (b). Fig. 13(c) confirms that the dynamic behavior improvement is also 

from the higher N2dot during the middle stage of the transient test. 
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Table 9 Noise level of sensor measurements [42, 43] 

Sensor Symbol 
Standard 

deviation (%) 

Fan inlet temeprature P2 0.25 

HPC outlet pressure P3 0.25 

LPT outlet pressure P5 0.25 

Low-pressure shaft speed N1 0.1 

High-pressure shaft speed N2 0.1 

Fuel flow Wf 0.2 

(a) Engine pressure ratio (b) high-pressure shaft speed 

(c) Acceleration of high-pressure shaft

Fig. 13 Simulation results for the baseline controller and the ATP controller with sensor noise (the new engine from idle 

to full-power states) 
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Overall, ATP controller has a noticeable improvement of thrust response time for both the new 

engine and degraded engine, compared with the baseline controller. However, ATP controller shows 

an undesirable thrust response delay for degraded engines, as can be seen from Fig. 12(b). This calls 

for a more flexible controller parameters setting of the model-based ATP controller over the engine life 

cycle.  

5.2 Case 2: SeATP controller versus ATP controller 

The concept of the SeATP controller developed in Section 4, whose controller parameters are 

updated periodically over the engine life cycle is validated via numerical simulations on the turbofan 

engine aero-thermal model. Because it has confirmed that ATP controller outperforms the baseline 

controller regarding transient protection and thrust response enhancement, the SeATP controller is only 

compared with the ATP controller for degraded engines in this part. 

Controller parameters update of SeATP controller for the examined turbofan engine at 3000 flight 

cycles is selected as a test case to represent a seriously degraded engine. As presented in Section 4.2, 

the SeATP controller is developed via steady loop update and controller gains update for the regulated 

degraded engine after the previous flight cycle (i.e. 2999 flight cycle). Particle swarm optimization 

(PSO) is chosen as a powerful optimization algorithm for the off-line gain tuning [44]. Table 10 

illustrates the settings for the optimization of the gains by PSO. A total of 15 repeated runs is carried 

to deal with the repeatability of the optimization algorithm. Finally, the optimized gains set in 

combination with the updated steady loop parameters are transmitted to the engine control unit for the 
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next flight cycle.  

Table 10 PSO settings for controller gains update 

Setting Value 

Population size 50 

Maximum generation 20 

Repeated runs 15 

As is observed from Fig. 14, the controller gains are optimized via the minimization of objective 

function value defined in Eq. (9) for the degraded engine. In this typical run, the fitness value of the 

objective function converges at the eighth generation, which is reached after the two noticeable 

decreases before this generation. Additionally, Table 12 shows the optimization results for the gains 

set. It is seen that the fitness value of SeATP controller has a observable decline compared to that of 

ATP controller for the specified degraded engine. The optimized gains set is shown in Table 11. Search 

bounds for each gain are defined by experimental experience for the examined engine. Moreover, the 

computational time of the averaged 15 runs are 20 mins and 49 secs under the platform with Core i5 

processor and 8G memory. This averaged computation effort is affordable in the off-line optimization 

manner.  
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Fig. 14 Objective function convergence result of controller gains update for the examined engine at 3000 flight cycles 

Table 11 Optimized controller gains for the examined degraded engine  

Loop Gains Bounds Value 

EPR 

Kp,EPR 

KI,EPR 

IFBEPR

[1.00, 7.00] 

[0.20, 0.40] 

[0.20, 0.40] 

6.601 

0.251 

0.331 

SM 

Kp,SM 

KI,SM 

IFBSM

[0.88, 3.00] 

[0.27, 0.33] 

[0.40, 0.60] 

1.479 

0.273 

0.410 

T4 

Kp,T4 

KI, T4 

IFB T4

[1.90, 3.00] 

[0.40, 0.60] 

[0.36, 0.44] 

2.673 

0.401 

0.365 

Table 12 Optimization results of the controller gains for the degraded engine  

Controller 
Fitness 

Value 

Generation to achieve 

best solution  

Averaged Computation 

time (min:sec) 

ATP 0.2533 -- -- 

SeATP 0.2370 8 20:49 

0 5 10 15 20

Generation

0.235

0.24

0.245

0.25

0.255

0.26
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With the updated controller parameters, including the steady loop parameters and gains set in the 

self-enhancing loops, the SeATP controller is formed and tested on the turbofan engine aero-thermal 

model. Fig. 15 displays the performance comparison of SeATP controller and ATP controller for the 

examined engine at 3000 flight cycles from idle to full-power transient states under sea-level static 

condition.  

Fig. 15 (a) and (b) show that SeATP controller has a significant improvement for thrust response 

time in view of engine pressure ratio and thrust for the target degraded engine. The thrust response 

time is also defined as the acceleration time from idle to 95% maximum thrust [41]. Moreover, two 

criterions to quantify the benefit of SeATP controller, i.e. deviation rate of thrust response time (Drt) 

and recovery rate of thrust response time (Rrt), are defined in Eqs. (12) and (13), respectively, 

, ,

,

r deg r new

rt

r new

t t
D

t


 (11) 

,

,

1
rt SeATP

rt

rt ATP

D
R

D
  (12) 

where tr,deg and tr,new denote the thrust response time for degraded engines and new engines; Drt,SeATP

and Drt,ATP are the thrust response time deviation rates from SeATP controller and ATP controller. Then, 

Drt and Rrt for the examined controllers are documented in Table 13, based on results in Fig. 15 (b). It 

indicates that SeATP controller owns a much smaller Drt, i.e. 13.23%, than that of ATP controller 

whose Drt is 38.66% for the engine at 3000 flight cycles. Therefore, a considerable thrust response 

time recovery, i.e. 65.77%, is obtained by SeATP controller for the specified degraded engine.  

Table 13 Thrust response time recovery from SeATP controller for the specified degraded engine 
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Controller 
Response time, (s) Deviation 

rate, (%) 

Recovery 

rate, (%) New 3000FC 

ATP 1.09 1.51 38.66 -- 

SeATP -- 1.23 13.23 65.77 

Regarding the transient protection for surge margin and turbine entry temperature, Fig. 15 (c) and 

(d) show the advantages from the SeATP controller for the degraded engine. The results from both 

figures visibly confirm that SeATP controller regulates the degraded engine at a lower SM trajectory 

and a higher T4 route during this rapid transient states, compared to the ATP controller, due to the 

controller gains update and steady loop parameters update. Peak and valley values for T4 and SM from 

Fig. 15 (c) and (d) are recorded in Table 14 accordingly. It demonstrates that SeATP controller gets a 

higher second peak value for T4 and a lower second valley value than those of ATP controller, although 

both controller limits the degraded engine safely in the transient states. As also can be seen from Fig. 

15 (f), T4 loop active time of SeATP controller is much shorter than ATP controller. The undesired 

longer activation time for T4 loop from ATP controller leads to the thrust response time delay for the 

degraded engine than that of the new engine. Additionally, Fig. 15 (e) shows the acceleration of high-

pressure shaft which confirms that SeATP controller is able to operate the engine with a larger 

acceleration during the middle acceleration stage. This aspect also supports the capability from SeATP 

controller to enhance the thrust response, compared to ATP controller, for degraded engines. 

Table 14 Peak/valley values comparison of T4 and SM of the examined controllers for target engine at 3000 flight cycles 

Controller 
T4 peak value SM valley value 

1st 2nd 1st 2nd

ATP 1.070 1.059 0.1728 0.2089 

SeATP 1.062 1.067 0.1756 0.2026 
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Particularly, Fig. 15 (g) displays the comparison of the operating lines from SeATP controller and 

ATP controller on the high-pressure compressor map of the examined turbofan engine under this 

simulation. For clarification, both compressor maps for the new engine (i.e. clean map) and the 

degraded engine at 3000 flight cycles (i.e. degraded map) and the corresponding steady-state operating 

lines are plotted in this figure. It is observed that SeATP controller pro-actively regulates the specified 

degraded engine with a lower surge margin acceleration trajectory than that of ATP controller, 

especially above 0.90 corrected N2 speed, which indeed contributes to the thrust response 

enhancement depicted in Fig. 15 (b) and Table 13. The self-enhancing loops of SeATP controller is 

more compatible with the degraded engine so that the control performance is improved. 
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(b) Thrust 

(c) HPC surge margin protection 
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(d) Turbine entry temperature protection  

(e) Acceleration of high-pressure shaft speed 
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(f) Active loop 

(g) Operating lines on HPC map 

Fig. 15 Performance comparison of SeATP controller and ATP controller for the examined engine during take-off 

acceleration states at 3000 flight cycles 
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Furthermore, the SeATP controller and the ATP controller examined in this section are also 

embedded with sensor noise for practical considerations, as shown in Table 9. The severely degraded 

engine at 3000 flight cycles is selected as a test case. As can be seen from Fig. 16, simulation results 

from idle to full-power states demonstrate that the proposed SeATP controller and the ATP controller 

show effective control capabilities under sensor noise scenarios. Additionally, the transient 

performance enhancement from the SeATP controller for the degraded engine are validated, as 

depicted in Fig. 16(a) and (b). From Fig. 16(d), although both controllers are subject to multiple control 

loop switches at the end of the acceleration test, the proposed SeATP controller could still shorten the 

activation time of T4 protection loop. 

(a) Engine pressure ratio (b) High-pressure shaft speed 
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(c) Acceleration of high-pressure shaft (d) Active loop 

Fig. 16 Simulation results for the ATP controller and the SeATP controller with sensor noise (the degraded engine at 3000 

flight cycles running from idle to full-power states) 

For implementation purposes, a controller for gas turbine aero-engines is required to accommodate 

different flight phases [45]. The above-mentioned transient simulations on studied controllers are 

mainly carried at sea-level static conditions for the take-off scenario, in which both the engine and the 

control system endure critically harsh tests. The proposed SeATP controller in the study could be 

applied to other flight phases via the controller correction technique, which converts the controller 

parameters designed at sea-level states to other flight domains. More details on the controller 

correction method could be referred to [39].  

5.3 Assessment of uncertainties on model-based controllers 

Practically, gas turbine aero-engines at a specified flight cycle are subject to a statistical 

distribution of degradation variation. To validate the robustness performance of the studied controllers 
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against degradation uncertainties, random sampling analyses were carried on ATP controller and 

SeATP controller for degraded engines. Degradation variation bounds are set to ±10% of their values 

defined in Table 2, which are subsequently converted to a normal distribution with corresponding 

standard deviation and mean value for each health parameter of gas path components [46]. A total of 

1000 repeated times of random sampling degradation variations for the engine with ATP controller and 

SeATP controller at 3000 flight cycles during the same idle to full-power transient states, as shown in 

Fig. 15, is tested. Fig. 17 indicates the robustness analysis results of the examined controllers regarding 

the scattering of minimum HPC surge margin and maximum turbine entry temperature in these 

transient states. It is also seen from Table 15, which is statistically recorded based on Fig. 17, that 

SeATP controller owns a significant decrease in the standard deviation of minimum SM and maximum 

T4, compared with those of ATP controller for the degraded engines. This confirms the better 

robustness performance of SeATP controller for degraded engines. 

(a) Minimum HPC surge margin in transient states 
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(b) Maximum turbine entry temperature in transient states 

Fig. 17 Robustness analysis of SeATP controller and ATP controller for the examined engines at 3000 flight cycles 

Table 15 Robustness evaluation statistics for the examined controllers against degradation variation 

Controller 

SM min T4 max 

Mean 
Standard 

deviation 
Mean 

Standard 

deviation 

ATP 0.1728 0.0012 1.0697 8.57e-4 

SeATP 0.1756 9.96e-4 1.0667 4.64e-4 

Above all, the control performance of SeATP controller is verified on the validated turbofan engine 

aero-thermal model. Compared to ATP controller with fixed gains, SeATP controller with both 

controller gains update and steady loop parameters update in the self-enhancing loops owns two 

significant benefits for degraded engines. One point is that SeATP controller can regulate the transient 

operational limits (i.e. surge margin limit and turbine entry temperature limit) more actively. The other 
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aspect is that a considerable recovery rate for thrust response time can be obtained by SeATP controller 

due to its compatibility to the degrade engine. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, self-enhancing active transient protection (SeATP) control is proposed for gas 

turbine aero-engines over the life cycle, which aims at pro-actively handling the transient operational 

limits and the thrust response improvement. SeATP controller is fulfilled by the integration of an on-

line model-based control strategy using a verified on-board engine model (Hybrid Wiener model) and 

an off-line self-enhancement capability implementation. The key characteristic of the on-line block 

behind SeATP controller are a bank self-enhancing loops, including engine pressure ratio loop, surge 

margin loop, turbine entry temperature loop, and the steady loop, in which the controller parameters 

are updated periodically with the increasing flight cycles. Meanwhile, the off-line element of SeATP 

controller is responsible for the update of the corresponding controller parameters in the self-enhancing 

loops via a global optimization approach. 

Numerical simulations for SeATP controller are carried on the validated turbofan engine aero-

thermal model using publicly available degradation data. The other two controllers, i.e. the industrial 

sensor-based baseline controller and the model-based active transient protection (ATP) controller with 

fixed controller gains, are also examined as a comparison basis. The first simulation comparison results 

between baseline controller and ATP controller demonstrate that ATP controller owns a 54.96% boost 
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rate and even a 33.77% boost rate of thrust response time for the new engine and for the severely 

degraded engine at 3000 flight cycles, respectively, during the idle to full-power transient states at sea-

level static condition. The second simulation case confirms that, for the specified degraded engine 

during the same idle to full-power acceleration test, SeATP controller with the bank of self-enhancing 

loops just has a 13.23% deviation rate of thrust response while ATP controller is subject to a noticeable 

38.66% deviation rate of thrust response, compared to the thrust response time of the new engine under 

ATP controller. This means that SeATP controller ensures a considerable 65.77% recovery rate of thrust 

response deviation caused by ATP controller for degraded engines. The reason behind this thrust 

response improvement is due to the pro-active handling of surge margin limit and turbine entry 

temperature limit from the controller gains update of SeATP controller. Specifically, a lower transient 

surge margin trajectory and a higher turbine entry temperature route is realized by SeATP controller 

than those of baseline controller and ATP controller, while all the transient operational limits are 

effectively regulated. The robustness performance of SeATP controller against degradation variations 

are also validated regarding a considerable decrease in the standard variation of the minimum surge 

margin and maximum turbine entry temperature in transient states, compared with ATP controller. 

Therefore, the excellent control performance of SeATP controller for degraded engines is guaranteed. 

In future steps, the extension to the full flight envelope of the proposed SeATP controller as well as 

the application on other gas turbine engines configuration (e.g. large turbofan engines and ultra-high 

bypass turbofans) are areas of on-going investigations. 
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